**John C. Wiren Collection**

**Box 1**

John C. Wiren flew T-28's and was one of the early Helio pilots. This collection is composed mainly of Wiren's personal papers and photographs, clippings, and maps of Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam.

1. **Correspondence**  
   Air Facilities Data Manual Thailand, FICUDORN 1968  
   Logbooks

2. **Identification papers, including licenses, medical certificates, membership cards, and passports**

3. **Clippings 1970-75**

4. **Photographs and slides, (no dates)**

   John Wiren  
   Aircraft, including crashes and landscapes Living facilities, and social life

5-6. **Maps**

7. **Artifacts:**

   Emergency signaling mirror and scroll menu

8. **Negatives**

**Box 2**

Notebook containing copies of 123 slides from John Wiren's collection. The slides show scenes from Air America operations in Southeast Asia. Also included for information to aid in tracking from the originals to the copies are reproductions of the carousel listing sheet (Kodak) and a listing by carousel number of these slides copied. Since titles are informal and sometimes missing altogether, they have been added to many slides just for content guidance. See these sheets for abbreviations used.